/ Review

Bettermaker
Mastering Equalizer
The Polish experts of USB-controlled analogue hardware
send a smart new EQ to GEORGE SHILLING — who always
tries to make things better

T

his new Mastering Equalizer is a further
development of Bettermaker’s EQ232p
which combines a Pultec-style equalizer
with three band parametric EQ and lowpass/high-pass filters, with front panel or
plug-in (AAX/VST/AU) control. All functions are
available from the front panel; the plug-in
enables control from your DAW and, of course,
setting storage; there is on-board storage also
provided. You can use the EQ in stereo, or as
two channels: left and right, or mid plus sides.
The unit is a weighty 2RU box with a
gorgeous front panel and a high quality build.
On the back are clearly labelled XLR
connections and a USB Type B socket for
connecting to a computer. Central on the front
is a bright 5 inch touchscreen display showing
the EQ graph and providing access to each EQ
band. An enormous encoder knob controls
output volume: adjusting this pops a clear
display up on the left of the screen to show the
applied gain. There’s a big Power pushbutton
which lights up when on, and a smaller Engage
button, also illuminating. Pressing it, you hear a
relay click and a big DISENGAGED message
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appears across the screen. On the other side of
the screen are three smaller encoders for
adjusting parameters. These are labelled P1, P2
and P3. For the parametric bands they adjust
frequency, gain and bandwidth of the selected
EQ band, accessed at the bottom of the screen.
The passive EQ section is revealed or hidden by
pressing a ‘button’ on the bottom row. A double
push on P2 resets the current band flat, while
double-pushing P3 resets the whole EQ, with an
intervening confirmation dialogue. Similarly, in
the plug-in a Reset button asks for confirmation.

Pultec-style sound

The high-pass filter ranges from 10Hz to 240Hz
in increments of 3dB near the bottom, gradually
becoming 10dB near the top of the range. You
can select 12dB or 24dB per octave, and there is
an optional Resonance mode with a variable
amount from 0 to 100%, which can be
extremely musical and great for a tight bottom
end. The Low Pass filter ranges from 2kHz to
38kHz and is fixed at 12dB per octave. However,
you also get the Pultec-style shelving
attenuation band with roll-off at 5, 10 or 20kHz.
The other usual Pultec-style bands are also
present here: the low band has conventional
settings at 20, 30, 60 or 100Hz where you can
boost and cut simultaneously for that famous
curve, and here you can see clearly on the
graph what is happening. The High Boost band
has the usual frequency choices plus a few
extra: 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 20 and 28kHz, along
with bandwidth and boost knobs.
The four parametric bands each have
+/-15dB boost or cut, a huge Q range and wide
overlapping frequency ranges: EQ1: 23Hz–
400Hz (bell/low shelf), EQ2: 80Hz–2kHz (bell),
EQ3: 400Hz–10kHz (bell), EQ4: 1kHz–23kHz
(bell/high shelf).

Yet to be implemented in the plug-in (at
v1.0.0) is an A/B scratch memory, handy for
comparing two alternative settings. A button at
the top of the touchscreen switches between A
and B settings, and a long press copies the
current settings into the other slot, A to B or B
to A. Also missing from the plug-in are Gain
Lock (where you can set a gain ceiling for each
parametric band) and Auto-Q where the Q
setting is linked to Gain. It changes from its
widest setting at zero boost to its narrowest at
full boost or cut — a useful option; I love
proportional Q on vintage EQs like the Harrison
32C. Also yet to appear in the plug-in is a
moving RTA. It dances around with a quick
response. However, you cannot superimpose
the spectrum analysis over the EQ curve, it’s
one or the other. Focus mode is also only
available on the unit; here you can solo either
channel or the mid or side signals.
The plug-in is clearly still in development,
and sometimes you need to toggle the filter
enable buttons a couple of times for them to
take effect. But there are no sonic glitches, and
I’m sure it won’t be too long before everything
is as it should be. One small advantage the
plug-in display has over the touchscreen is the
implementation of shaded areas indicating each
EQ band’s curve with a unique colour per band.
The touchscreen and encoders work well; even
without the plug-in this is very usable.
In use the Bettermaker Mastering Equalizer is
silky-smooth and sounds extremely clean and
musical. The analogue circuitry is excellent, and
the digital control works very smoothly.
Particularly for mastering, the ability to save
settings in a DAW is a bonus. Having such a
comprehensive range of EQ styles in one unit is
very handy and could well save you chaining
units. This feels like the way forwards.

VERDICT
PROS	
Beautifully clean and musical analogue
EQ of Pultec and parametric flavours,
operation from either front panel
touchscreen and encoders or a plug-in.
CONS

Some operational quirks and missing
functions in V1.0 of the plug-in, only one
overall bypass for the three Pultec-style
bands.
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